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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Hintergrund Die Herausforderungen der Magnetresonanz-

tomografie (MRT) des Lungenparenchyms liegen in der Herz-

und Atembewegung der Patienten, niedrigen Protonendichte

und vor allem dem extrem schnellen Signalabfall. Dieser

entsteht durch die für den Gasaustausch optimierte Lungen-

struktur.

Methoden Diese Übersicht basiert auf systematischer Litera-

turrecherche sowie jährlicher Teilnahme an Konferenzen zum

Thema Lungen-MRT über mehr als 20 Jahre durch mindestens

einen Autor.

Ergebnisse und Schlussfolgerung Das Problem der Bewe-

gung wurde durch Entwicklungen wie Triggering, Gating und

parallele Bildgebung angegangen. Das Problem der geringen

Protonendichte hat sich bei Krankheiten, die zu einer

Zunahme an Gewebedichte und damit Signal relativ zum

Hintergrund, teilweise als Vorteil erwiesen. Um den Sig-

nalabfall auszugleichen, wurden ultrashort-echo-time (UTE)-

Methoden entwickelt, um die Zeit zwischen Anregung und

Auslese zu minimieren. Während diese bereits vor längerer

Zeit postuliert wurden, erlauben verbesserte Scanner-Hard-

und -Software jetzt Echozeiten unterhalb von 200µs und da-

mit ein signifikant höheres Signal aus der Lunge. Indem man

so dem Signalabfall zuvorkommt, lässt sich das Signal der we-

nigen verfügbaren Protonen effizienter ausnutzen. Solche

UTE-Techniken können nicht nur die morphologische Bildge-

bung in der Lunge verbessern, sondern auch die Möglichkei-

ten der funktionellen Bildgebung erweitern, einschließlich

Ventilations- und Perfusions-Bildgebung sowie der Quantifi-

zierung anderer Parameter. Dem wachsenden Fortschritt in

der Lungen-MRT folgend, zeigt diese Übersicht technische

Möglichkeiten und liefert einen Überblick über aufkommende

Anwendungen am Menschen bzw. Krankheiten. Diese zeigen,

dass die UTE-MRT in naher Zukunft eine wichtige Rolle in der

morphologischen und funktionellen bildgestützten Untersu-

chung der Lunge spielen wird.

Kernaussagen:
▪ Ultrashort-echo-time (UTE)-MRT ist auf modernen Scan-

nern technisch machbar und verfügbar.

▪ UTE-MRT erlaubt CT-artige Bildqualität für die morpholo-

gische Darstellung der Lunge.

▪ Vorläufige Studien zeigen Verbesserungen gegenüber

konventionellen Echozeiten für die morphologische Bild-

gebung von Lungenkrebs und Atemwegserkrankungen.

▪ UTE-MRT könnte die Sensitivität funktioneller Prozesse wie

Perfusionsquantifizierung und Gewebscharakterisierung

erhöhen.

ABSTRACT

Background Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the

pulmonary parenchyma is generally hampered by multiple

challenges related to patient respiratory- and circulation-

related motion, low proton density and extremely fast signal
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decay due to the structure of the lungs evolved for gas

exchange.

Methods Systematic literature database research as well as

annual participation in conferences dedicated to pulmonary

MRI for more than the past 20 years by at least one member

of the author team.

Results and Conclusion The problem of motion has been

addressed in the past by developments such as triggering,

gating and parallel imaging. The second problem has, in

part, turned out to be an advantage in those diseases that

lead to an increase in lung substance and thus an increase in

signal relative to the background. To reduce signal decay,

ultrashort echo time (UTE) methods were developed to mini-

mize the time between excitation and readout. Having been

postulated a while ago, improved hardware and software

now open up the possibility of achieving echo times shorter

than 200 µs, increasing lung signal significantly by forestalling

signal decay and more effectively using the few protons avail-

able. Such UTE techniques may not only improve structural

imaging of the lung but also enhance functional imaging,

including ventilation and perfusion imaging as well as quanti-

tative parameter mapping. Because of accelerating progress

in this field of lung MRI, the review at hand seeks to introduce

some technical properties as well as to summarize the grow-

ing data from applications in humans and disease, which

promise that UTE MRI will play an important role in the mor-

phological and functional assessment of the lung in the near

future.

Key Points:
▪ Ultrashort echo time MRI is technically feasible with state-

of-the-art scanner hardware.

▪ UTE MRI allows for CT-like image quality for structural lung

imaging.

▪ Preliminary studies show improvements over conventional

morphological imaging in lung cancer and airways diseases.

▪ UTE may improve sensitivity for functional processes like

perfusion and tissue characterization.

Citation Format
▪ Wielpütz MO, Triphan SM, Ohno Y et al. Outracing Lung

Signal Decay – Potential of Ultrashort Echo Time MRI.

Fortschr Röntgenstr 2019; 191: 415–423

Introduction
Structural lung imaging with MRI is hampered by the limited pres-
ence of protons per volume and very short T2* relaxation times of
normal lung tissue [1]. This has led to the spin density-driven
classification of “plus” and “minus” pathologies in the lung. The
former can be identified easily before the low signal background
of the lung in conventional pulse sequences due to a disease-relat-
ed increase in tissue, fluid or cells in the alveolar space, pulmonary
interstitium incl. airway wall, vasculature or pleural space, with a
concomitant increase in protons [2 – 4]. This fact has spawned a
multitude of studies on the use of MRI in such diseases, e. g. lead-
ing to the introduction of MRI into routine patient care in lung
cancer or cystic fibrosis, mostly as an alternative to CT [2, 5, 6].
The latter disease group has remained a great challenge in lung
MRI due to a loss in tissue or vasculature with a subsequent in-
crease in airspace, limiting its use in emphysema, cysts and pneu-
mothorax [3, 4]. Since the challenge posed by short T2* has been
known, the concept of using ultrashort echo times to compensate
for this has been postulated [1, 7] soon after these methods were
demonstrated [8, 9]. Quick readouts after excitation with an echo
time of less than 200 µs could forestall the extremely short T2*
and the respective fast signal decay in (healthy) lung tissue, and
thereby increase the detection of “minus pathologies”, termed ul-
trashort echo time (UTE) imaging. Various technical challenges
had to be overcome to make UTE imaging effective in the lungs:
Breathing motion has to be compensated for and the low proton
density of only 20% to 35% relative to other tissues [10] poses an
additional difficulty. An additional problem is the very large field
of view required for lung imaging. Apart from this, most challen-
ges for the application of UTE are of a technical nature, such as
scanner dead-times as well as gradient distortions and delays. As

the intrinsic dead-time of the MR scanner limits the minimum TE,
UTE methods have only become practical fairly recently, as these
problems were solved.

Investigators studied UTE for structural as well as for functional
imaging, e. g. lung perfusion as well as quantitative readouts of
lung relaxation times. The present review provides an introduc-
tion into the technical challenges and their current solutions in
UTE imaging of the lung, as well as an overview of the preliminary
results of initial clinical studies.

Motivation for the use of UTE in the lungs

Susceptibility effects in lung tissue

Boundary surfaces between volumes with different magnetic sus-
ceptibilities χ produce local magnetic gradients due to the differ-
ent local fields on both sides of the boundary (▶ Fig. 1). In the
lungs, tissue made up of blood vessels as well as extracellular
space and the gas in the alveoli represent just such volumes with
very different χ. Since the lungs are responsible for the gas ex-
change, they naturally contain a very large number of such
boundary surfaces. Since any field gradient introduces locally
varying Larmor frequencies, it leads to dephasing of spins which
is felt as an exponential decay of signal with the time coefficient
T2’. T2* = 1/(1/T2’+ 1/T2) is the effective transverse relaxation
time, made up of T2, which is determined by microscopic struc-
ture and much more commonly used as a source of contrast in
MRI, and T2’ which results from mesoscopic gradients like those
generated by lung structure. While in other tissues it would be
short T2 times that mandate the use of UTE sequences, in the
lungs T2* is far more dominant, while T2 has been measured to
be around 70ms [11]. Thus, the T2* relaxation time in the lungs
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is extremely short, on the order of 1 – 2ms at 1.5 T [10, 12, 13].
Since a large amount of signal, which is already precious due to
the low proton density in the lungs, is lost to T2* decay when
acquiring images at conventional echo times, UTE sequences are
particularly desirable in lung imaging.

Respiratory motion

An additional intrinsic challenge of lung imaging is the need to
account for breathing motion. For conventional MRI sequences,
it is possible, mainly by utilizing parallel imaging techniques, to
complete an entire acquisition within the duration of one breath-
hold, even when the patient’s capacity for breath-holding is im-
paired [14]. Due to the relatively long acquisition times required
to acquire full 3 D k-spaces in UTE sequences (around 8 – 10min.
[15]), this is generally difficult. However, breath-hold measure-
ments have been demonstrated using extremely short repetition
times in combination with gradient compensations to account for
gradient delays [16].

Otherwise, some form of navigation during free breathing is
advisable. Luckily, the radial acquisition schemes used for UTE
are well-suited for self-gating (or ‘dc’-gating) since every projec-
tion already contains the k-space center. By this approach, the
need for extrinsic triggering devices and the negative impact on
image quality of usual navigator echoes used to monitor
diaphragmatic motion are avoided, although device triggers are
also well-suited for gating radial data. When doing so, the radial

acquisition scheme is still beneficial due to the oversampling of
the central k-space. This means that images are generally robust
against motion, which will lead to blurring at worst rather than
ghosting artifacts like in Cartesian encoding, and can be assem-
bled from arbitrarily selected projections. Alternatively, the radial
readout can be exploited to actually reconstruct low-resolution
images dynamically and then detect the motion of the diaphragm
over time in these, allowing for image-based self-gating [17]. The
intrinsic signal variation of a dedicated second echo in a dual echo
radial 3 D UTE acquired in shallow free breathing can also be used
to retrospectively separate two sets of images in inspiration and
expiration [18], effectively gating using T2*.

Finally, gating causes consecutive projections to be discarded
for reconstruction. Due to this, the order and spatial distribution
of projections is especially important when employing any kind
of gating. Different sampling strategies have been investigated
to minimize artifacts caused by gaps in k-space [17, 19].

Technical basis and types of UTE
sequences
To measure the MR signal at an ultrashort echo time, the signal
readout must start immediately after the excitation in the center
of k-space. Accordingly, there are essentially two prerequisites for
UTE imaging: The excitation must be performed in such a way
that the signal can be read immediately after the center is
reached in excitation k-space, and the readout must begin imme-
diately in the center of acquisition k-space. The differences in the
UTE variants below lie mainly in how these prerequisites are
achieved. It should also be noted that (contrary to what the
names chosen for methods might imply) the essential limitation
of echo time is always the dead-time of the scanner hardware in
use. As the radio frequency amplifiers necessarily require some
time to switch from transmit to receive mode, the actual TE can
never be shorter than this dead-time. Accordingly, all methods
mentioned here have the shortest TE they can achieve, which is
not only determined by the method itself but also by the scanner
type used. Generally, these methods depend much more on the
capabilities of scanner hardware and software than conventional
MRI sequences. Due to the adaptations to MR excitation used to
achieve UTE, all described methods are necessarily gradient echo
(GRE) sequences, which are commonly referred to as ‘T1-weight-
ed’ sequences, the difference with respect to conventional GREs
being that T2* weighting can be reduced drastically. For the ima-
ging of the lung pathologies mentioned above, favoring pure pro-
ton density contrast over T1 weighting may however be sensible
and is most often employed in the work presented in this review.

3D UTE

In the 3D UTE sequence (▶ Fig. 2a), the time after the excitation
is minimized by using a completely unmodulated, ‘hard’ block
pulse [20]. While this allows for a very short pulse duration, on
the order of a few tens of microseconds, the lack of frequency
modulation also prevents slice selection. Accordingly, all protons
in the scanner’s main field will be excited and need to be encoded.

B

χB χA

x

χW χB χAχW χBχWχW

▶ Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the susceptibility effects in the lung
parenchyma: χA in air is dominated by oxygen and slightly positive,
while χB in blood and χW in remaining lung water are strongly neg-
ative, leading to local gradients at the boundaries. There are many
such interfaces between these volumes in every voxel.

▶ Abb.1 Suszeptibilitätseffekte im Lungenparenchym: χA in der
Luft wird durch Sauerstoff beherrscht und ist daher leicht positiv,
während χB im Blut und χW im übrigen Lungenwasser deutlich
negativ ist, was zu starken lokalen Gradienten an den Grenzflächen
führt. In jedem Voxel existieren viele solcher Grenzflächen.
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To fulfil the second condition, the signal is read out going from the
center of k-space moving outward in a radial trajectory. Since a
phase-encoding gradient would prolong TE by its duration and
no slice encoding is possible, this radial frequency encoding must
be performed in three dimensions. Additionally, since gradient
switching is not instantaneous, the frequency encoding gradient
needs some time to rise to its full amplitude (the ramp time). To
begin the readout immediately, sampling must necessarily
include the gradient ramp. This entails several disadvantages:
While the theoretical shape of the gradient is trapezoidal, the
actually applied gradient shape may diverge from this, resulting
in a distorted image. Mainly, these divergences consist of gradient
delays, where the starting time of the gradient is incorrect, and
eddy currents, which distort the actual shape of the ramp. Gradi-
ent delays are common to other radial acquisition methods as well
but can be measured and corrected for. To account for gradient
shape distortions, it is necessary to measure the actual trajectory
through k-space produced by the gradients and then use this
result for the reconstruction of images [21]. However, this
requires a separate measurement for each set of resolution, field
of view and bandwidth parameters, per scanner.

Another disadvantage of the fully asymmetric radial readout is
sampling inefficiency due to non-uniform sampling. For a readout
with a plain trapezoidal gradient, this results in an SNR loss of
roughly 25%. To compensate for this, arc length-optimized gradi-
ents have been introduced [15], minimizing the time spent in
inner k-space. These very dynamic gradients exacerbate the prob-
lems with eddy currents and delays described above, increasing
the importance of trajectory measurements. In order to enable a
slab-selective excitation, it has further been proposed to replace
block pulses with minimum-phase Shinnar-LeRoux (SLR) pulses
[15] designed specifically to account for the decay of signal during
excitation (▶ Fig. 2b).

ZTE

Zero TE (ZTE) sequences [22 – 24] were developed to circumvent
the problems caused by eddy currents and gradient delays. When
using a 3D UTE excitation based on unmodulated hard pulses to
allow for extremely fast pulses, no slice selection is possible. How-
ever, this can be used to one’s advantage: Eddy currents cannot
be prevented while switching gradients, but as no slice select gra-
dient is needed, the readout gradients can be switched on before
the pulse is given, starting the readout immediately after the
excitation on an entirely flat gradient (▶ Fig. 2c). The price for
this is that during the unavoidable dead-time the readout already
leaves the k-space center. Thus, the points in the absolute center
have to be acquired in a different manner. In the original ZTE
method, this gap in k-space is completed using algebraic recon-
struction, extrapolating from the surrounding acquired points.
Since this is only possible if the gap is small, the scanner’s dead-
time is a major limiting factor for this approach.

An alternative way to fill the gap in the k-space center has been
implemented in the PETRA sequence (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Ger-
many) [25, 26], where almost the entire k-space is read using ZTE,
but the innermost points are separately acquired using single-
point measurements [27] afterwards. In theory, it would also be

▶ Fig. 2 Basic pulse sequences of UTE sequences. Note that the width
of pulse objects shown here is not indicative of their duration in a
practical sequence: In UTE sequences, the duration of rectangular
pulses and TE itself are far shorter than the read gradients and other
RF pulses shown here and would not be visible in the diagram. a 3D
UTE utilizes a hard, nonselective pulse and a center-out, ramp-sam-
pling readout. b Improved 3D UTE sequence including Shinnar-LeR-
oux pulses and arc-length optimized readout gradients. c In ZTE, the
readout gradient is already active during the excitation pulse and only
needs slight adjustment before the next excitation. d In 2D UTE, the
excitation is done twice using a half-pulse, reversing the polarity of
the slice select gradient in the second measurement. Note that spoi-
ler gradients at the end of TR have been omitted for readability and
that for all methods, double or multi-echo variants are often used.

▶ Abb.2 Grundlegende UTE-Pulssequenzen. Die Länge der gezeig-
ten Pulse entspricht nicht den tatsächlichen Verhältnissen: In UTE-
Sequenzen sind Rechteckpulse und TE selbst sehr viel kürzer als die
Auslesegradienten und wären in einer Zeichnung nicht sichtbar. a 3D-
UTE verwendet einen harten, nicht selektiven Puls und eine Auslese,
die im k-Raum-Zentrum und auf der Rampe des Auslesegradienten
beginnt. b Verbesserte 3D-UTE-Sequenz, die Shinnar-LeRoux-Pulse
und Bogenlänge-optimierte Auslesegradiente verwendet. c In ZTE ist
der Auslesegradient bereits während des Anregungspulses aktiv und
erfordert nur eine leichte Anpassung vor der nächsten Anregung. d In
der 2D-UTE wird die Anregung 2-mal mittels eines Halbpulses ausge-
führt, wobei die Polarität des Schichtauswahlgradienten für die
zweite Messung umgekehrt wird. Spoiler-Gradienten wurden im
Interesse der Lesbarkeit weggelassen. Für alle diese Methoden sind
außerdem Doppel- und Multi-Echovarianten üblich.
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possible to acquire the entire k-space as single points to minimize
TE everywhere in k-space, but this is relatively time-consuming.

ZTE-based sequences are comparable in terms of the time
needed for encoding k-space to ramp-sampling 3D UTE methods,
but have an additional advantage, i. e., readout gradients do not
have to be switched off but can rather be merely slightly adjusted
after each readout to achieve the 3D angle for the next projec-
tion, if the angle ordering is chosen accordingly. Therefore, the
change in encoding gradient and thus physical strain on the gradi-
ent coils is minimal, which results in an extremely quiet acquisi-
tion [25]. As ZTE does not continuously acquire the k-space cen-
ter, it cannot exploit this for easy dc-gating as in 2D or 3D UTE.
The essentially radial encoding is, however, still well suited for
navigating using respiratory bellows or similar approaches.

2D UTE

If the time to acquire a full 3 D k-space is not available, it is possi-
ble to exploit the linearity of slice excitation rather than using hard
pulses [9]. Since, for low flip angles, the slice profile is approxi-
mately the Fourier transform of the pulse profile and the trans-
form is linear, exciting and subsequently measuring with all parts
of a pulse and summing the resulting signals is equivalent to only
exciting with the complete pulse. Thus, by exciting with two
halves of a pulse ending in the center of excitation k-space, the
TE can also be minimized [28]. When using a sinc-shaped pulse,
(sinc(x) = sin(x)/x) is the Fourier transform of a plain rectangular
slice profile. This can be achieved by using the first half of the
pulse in one TR and then repeating the measurement with the
polarity of the slice selection gradient reversed (▶ Fig. 2 d). Since
this reverses the direction of the k-space trajectory, it will cover
the opposite side of excitation k-space, again ending in the center.
While this allows for the acquisition of 2D slices covering k-space
much faster than isotropic 3D volumes, every projection has to be
acquired twice. While this was the first UTE method applied in the
lungs [7], 3 D methods have been adapted at a faster rate recent-
ly. Nevertheless, the 2D UTE approach is useful for dynamic acqui-
sitions, e. g. for parameter quantification [29]. These methods can
be combined as necessary: For example, half-sinc pulses can be
used to excite a large slab, followed by radial 3 D encoding, com-
bining aspects of the 2D and 3D UTE.

Potential applications in lung disease

Morphological Imaging with UTE

MRI of lung nodules, airway and interstitial lung diseases (“plus
pathologies”) will obviously benefit from the higher resolution of
UTE acquisitions along with a reduction of susceptibility artifacts.
Lung signal intensity with a 3D UTE on a clinical 3 Tsystem in heal-
thy mice at different lung volumes correlates well with lung tissue
density [30], which is an important prerequisite for structural and
functional imaging. The SNR was roughly twice as high at an echo
time of 100 µs compared to 800 µs. Similar results were found in
healthy volunteers with the SNR depending on respiratory state
[31]. The following subsection introduces the most promising
recent advances in the application of UTE-MRI in clinical imaging.

Nodule Detection and Characterization

Conventional MR sequences at 1.5 T may detect nodules down to
a diameter of 4mm in an ex vivo setting [32], while in the setting
of lung cancer screening a somewhat weaker overall sensitivity of
48 % and a specificity of 88 % in comparison to low-dose CT for
lesions averaging 15mm in diameter was found [33]. In contrast,
a sensitivity of 82% was reported with a free-breathing UTE acqui-
sition in 82 nodules > 4mm in 8 patients [34]. When thin-section
UTE was compared to CT in a group of 63 patients with 243 no-
dules, the sensitivity and specificity were 93 % and 99%, respec-
tively, for UTE as well as CT. In addition, inter-observer (κ = 0.94 –
0.95) and inter-method (κ = 0.98 – 0.99) agreement for differen-
tiation between subsolid, part-solid and solid nodules was very
high [35]. Moreover, the characterization of malignant nodules
with UTE is highly concordant with CT with high inter-reader
agreement also similar to CT [36].

Neonatal Lung Disease

Another exciting application of the improved resolution is moni-
toring early lung disease in neonates and preschool children, e. g.
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (“minus pathology”) using a dedica-
ted small-bore neonate scanner [38]. UTE achieved a higher par-
enchymal signal and fewer motion artifacts compared to a 3D fast
gradient recalled echo sequence in ten free-breathing non-seda-
ted infants. The visibility of central airways in 37 infants (23 –
43 gestational weeks) at 3 T using PETRA was good in 90% of the
main airways, but only 22 % for the right upper lobe bronchus
[39].

Obstructive Airway Diseases

In cystic fibrosis (CF), patients develop air-trapping due to mucus
obstruction and progressive bronchiectasis due to chronic inflam-
mation [40]. Proton MRI including contrast-enhanced perfusion
imaging depicts morphological changes of the CF lung similar to
CT including an MRI scoring system [41, 42], and is even capable
of showing the full spectrum of disease severity in newborns and
therapy response in acute exacerbation [6, 43, 44]. UTE may deli-
ver structural images for the detection and scoring of bronchiec-
tasis comparable to CT [25]. The increase in resolution may also
improve chances for quantitative post-processing of structural
changes and functional assessment. In COPD, which is generally
characterized by a limited differentiation of emphysema from
normal lung tissue due to the low proton density (“minus pathol-
ogy”), UTE also identified emphysema and bullae in high agree-
ment with CT (κ = 0.75 – 0.78) in 85 patients [37] (▶ Fig. 3, 4).
This also applies to the thin walls of cystic changes as found in
honeycombing [3], which are otherwise not visible on conven-
tional MRI sequence due to lower resolution and susceptibility ar-
tifacts at the air-tissue interfaces (▶ Fig. 4). Here, UTE-MRI
achieved an agreement of κ = 0.83 with CT for the assessment of
honeycombing [37].
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Functional imaging using UTE and
potential clinical applications

Oxygen-enhanced imaging

Due to the paramagnetic attributes of molecular oxygen (O2),
increasing the concentration of O2 in the breathing gas reduces
T1 in the lungs locally when it dissolves. This has been exploited
to make local ventilation visible by observing signal enhancement
induced by T1 reduction [45]. However, since T2* in the lungs is
determined by the susceptibility difference between gas and tis-
sue, an increased concentration of oxygen also further reduces
T2*[46]. Thus, in combination with the already very short T2*,
the use of a UTE sequence is especially desirable for oxygen-
enhanced lung imaging [29, 47]. An oxygen-enhanced 3D UTE in
free-breathing with prospective gating for isotropic whole-lung
MRI demonstrates an enhancement of 6.6 % in 8 healthy volun-
teers [48]. Oxygen-enhanced 3 D radial UTE showed a high
concordance of signal enhancement and ventilation defects in
18 subjects within 15 days (ICC > 0.9), demonstrating the stability
of the method as an alternative to hyperpolarized gas ventilation
MRI [49].

The relative changes of the high UTE signal during the respira-
tory cycle can be further exploited, esp. when using an external
reference to normalize lung signal intensities. Using this ap-
proach, the normalized expiratory signal in 17 asthma patients
correlates well with the CT density (r = 0.82, p = 0.004) and venti-
lation defect percent in hyperpolarized gas MRI (r = –0.67,
p = 0.006) [50]. Furthermore, the dynamic differences between

inspiration and expiration correlated well with CT density
(r = 0.71, p = 0.01) as well as FEV1% (r = 0.61, p = 0.02).

T2* mapping

T2* is an interesting parameter for gaining information on patho-
logical changes on the mesostructure of the lung parenchyma.
Multi-echo UTE sequences can be used to fit the exponential
decay of T2* with points at a short TE [12, 13], demonstrating
disease severity in smokers and patients with COPD as well as
interstitial lung disease [51 – 53]. Since T2* is also affected by
oxygen [46], it provides an additional tool for monitoring lung
function through oxygen-enhanced imaging [29].

T1 mapping

The ability to increase the signal acquired from the lung parench-
yma using UTE is also advantageous for T1 mapping showing

▶ Fig. 4 74-year-old male with usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) as
evidenced by honey combing on CT A and respiratory-gated pul-
monary thin-section MR imaging with UTE at 96 μs on a 3 T system
B. Note that UTE MRI is reconstructed in the end-expiration phase.

▶ Abb.4 74 Jahre alter Mannmit usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP),
erkennbar an den Honigwaben im CT A und in der Dünnschicht-3D-
UTE mit Atemgating, gemessen bei 96µs auf einem 3T-Scanner B.
Die UTE-Messung wurde in Exspiration rekonstruiert.

▶ Fig. 3 58-year-old male with large thin-walled bullae of the right
apical lung on CT A and on 3D respiratory-gated pulmonary thin-
section MR imaging with UTE at 96 μs on a 3 T system B. A clear
difference in the signal for air inside bullae and lung parenchyma
itself can be seen, demonstrating UTE’s higher signal output for
normal lung in comparison to conventional MRI pulse sequences.
Note that UTE MRI is reconstructed in the end-expiration phase.

▶ Abb.3 58 Jahre alter Mann mit großen, dünnwandigen Bullae in
der rechten apikalen Lunge, sichtbar im CT A und in der Dünn-
schicht-3D-UTE mit Atemgating, aufgenommen bei 96µs auf einem
3T-Scanner B. Ein deutlicher Signalunterschied innerhalb der Bullae
und dem Lungenparenchym selbst ist sichtbar, wodurch sich das im
Vergleich zu konventionellen Sequenzen höhere Parenchym-Signal
in der UTE zeigt. Die UTE-Messung wurde in Exspiration rekon-
struiert.
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differences in cystic fibrosis [54] and COPD [55] as well as the oxy-
gen-induced reduction of T1, which also is smaller in COPD. The
areas with reduced T1 nicely correlate with perfusion defects
[55]. Probably, this reduction in T1 can be attributed to both
hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and the presence of emphy-
sema [56]. While 3 D UTE requires very long total acquisition
times, 2D UTE can directly replace a conventional radial acquisi-
tion, though costing a factor of 2 in duration for the half-pulses.
This also provides the option of measuring both T1 and T2*
maps simultaneously by combining inversion recovery with a mul-
ti-gradient echo [29]. The parenchymal T1 depends on the TE it is
measured at [57]: By using UTE, regional T1 was quantified at
several TEs between 70 µs and 2.3ms. Increasing the TE signifi-
cantly prolonged T1 from 1060 to 1389ms (▶ Fig. 5), thus open-
ing an interesting perspective. This was attributed to the presence
of protons in two water compartments (▶ Fig. 1). With both com-
partments having different compositions and thus magnetic
properties, they also exhibit a different T1 and T2*. Thus, UTE-
based quantification methods allow for a more differentiated
look at the extravascular compartment, which is otherwise
inaccessible to conventional quantification methods (▶ Fig. 5).
T1 mapping of pulmonary perfusion may have the potential to
further reduce the contrast agent burden, e. g. in CF [40], and
may also enable tissue characterization in COPD and interstitial
lung diseases.

UTE Perfusion MRI

UTE imaging of pulmonary perfusion with intravenous application
of Gd-based contrast may increase both temporal resolution to
roughly 1 s and spatial resolution to roughly 1.5mm [58, 59].
Free-breathing 3D UTE after Gd-contrast injection performs bet-
ter in the detection of emboli especially in subsegmental arteries
in an animal model for pulmonary embolism than the standard
technique with a spoiled gradient-echo angiography, with CT ser-
ving as the standard of reference [60]. Non-contrast-dependent
techniques are under development, such as a combination of ar-
terial spin labelling with UTE showing promising sensitivity to lung
perfusion changes under hyperoxia in rats measured at 7 T [61].

Conclusion
Recent developments in UTE-MRI are creating high expectations.
It intrinsically addresses the three obstacles of lung MRI: Patient
respiratory- and circulation-related motion, low proton density
and the extremely fast signal decay due to susceptibility differen-
ces at air-tissue surfaces, by reducing the time gap between
excitation and readout. Thus, it may overcome the old problem
of the limited spatial resolution of MRI and may offer a radiation-
free alternative to CT. Potential applications and initial studies in
patients encompass, for example, nodule detection and precise
morphological characterization, thus opening up new possibilities
for no-dose lung cancer screening and nodule follow-up. In chron-
ic obstructive airways diseases such as cystic fibrosis, the in-
creased resolution helps to delineate fine intrapulmonary airways,
mucus plugs and vasculature. Neonatal imaging benefits not only
from the resolution which is required for identifying the small
structures of the lung in neonates and preterm infants but also
from the gating techniques compensating for respiratory move-
ment. Since the original proposal of utilizing UTE in the lungs,
the scanner hardware has only recently made employing such
methods feasible on clinical MRI scanners. Subsequently, it may
be the missing link between high-resolution imaging of lung
structure and functional assessment that can further propel the
implementation of MRI for routine lung imaging.
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